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Thrombus through a patent foramen ovale: A direct cause of cardioembolic stroke and pulmonary embolism

Um trombo através do foramen oval patente: causa direta de AVC cardio-embolico e de embolia pulmonar
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We report the case of a 79-year-old man hospitalized for stroke. The patient had hypertension and dyslipidemia and the ECG revealed previously unknown atrial fibrillation. A transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) was performed two days after admission to exclude an embolic source. This showed marked dilatation of the right cavities, systolic–diastolic flattening of the interventricular septum (IVS) (Figure 1, panel A) and depressed right ventricular systolic function (S': 8 cm/s; 3D ejection fraction: 18%) (Figure 1, panel D; Video 1). The left ventricle was small and compressed by the bulging IVS; no other wall motion abnormalities were observed. There was a large thrombus 35 mm × 19 mm in size on the right atrium (RA) lateral wall (Figure 1, panel B), and another thrombus 40 mm in length through the patent foramen ovale (PFO) (Figure 1, panel C; Video 2).

The patient underwent thoracic CT angiography that confirmed signs of chronic pulmonary embolism and assessed the larger thrombus described (Figure 1, panel E). Considering the patient’s comorbidities, medical treatment was proposed with anticoagulation using heparin. A week later, no thrombus could be observed through the PFO (Figure 1, panel F), although the larger thrombus in the RA was unchanged. The patient was discharged on the 10th day and is recovering uneventfully.

This case highlights the role of TTE in the study of cardioembolic stroke in terms of diagnosis and subsequent treatment strategy. The finding of a large thrombus in the RA and another through the PFO is a rare occurrence; in this case the latter was the cause of both stroke and pulmonary embolism.
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Figure 1  (A) Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) image showing marked dilatation of the right chambers with systolic-diastolic flattening of the interventricular septum (IVS); (B) 3D TTE estimation of right ventricular ejection fraction; (C) 2D TTE showing a large thrombus on the right atrium (RA) lateral wall; (D) 2D TTE showing a thrombus through the patent foramen ovale (PFO); (E) Thoracic computed tomography angiography showing a large thrombus on the RA lateral wall; (F) 2D TTE showing the disappearance of the thrombus through the PFO, after one week of anticoagulation.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found in the online version available at doi:10.1016/j.repc.2012.03.003.